
Specific Situations 

 
 
Unopened Mail 
Unclaimed Mail 
Return to sender 
Misnomer 
Wrong Venue 

 
 
When you open a notice/letter by mistake 
You will have to forgive me (John) for opening it by mistake as I did not Notice that the name that it was addressed 
to a misnomer and appears to be an Artificial Public PERSON. I only act for the Natural Private Person. 

 
 

Summonsed to Court 
If you want me to act for the STATE Legal Entity, I will require consideration and I will also require, who it is that is 
the undertaker for the liability and the underwriter for the insurance of the Incorporated Limited Liability PERSON. 
 
John, I require you to certify my right to subjugation and deliver to me all financial instalments made in The Name 
‘Jane Doe’ or any variation thereof. If you John want to hire my services to act for the person, then I require the 
consideration of twenty-two (22) thousand dollars to be present at your private B.A.R. court with no responsibility 
taken. 
 
 

Emails  
No correspondence will be entered into where any misnomer is used in an attempt to obtain an advantage and/or 
financial gain by the use of deception (LEGAL FRAUD). 
 
 

Proof of Claim 
I, will be more then obliged to pay the debt, if and when you verify the debt by providing me with one; a certified 
copy of the original document signed by me and the other party making the claim of debt that initiates the claimed 
debt obligation and two; the sum certain amount and how it was calculated, plus I will also require consideration if 
you wish to have me act for the Juristic Person but will not accept and responsibility or liability thereof...   
 
 

Counter Offer 
1. After due consideration, we have come to the conclusion that the sum amount being requested from your 

corporation xyz [A.B.N. 232979749374] is not a fair and equitable amount, please find a bank cheque to the 
amount of $xxxx and consider this matter closed.   

2. If you require this, then you are required to provide that. 
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